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WELCOME TO NASM’S
GUIDE TO FOAM ROLLING
Though foam rolling has been around for quite awhile, the rise in popularity of foam
rolling as we know it today can be linked with the publishing of Dr. Micheal A. Clark’s
Integrated Training for the New Millenium in 2000. Dr. Clark, also known as The Human
Performance Expert, is the current CEO of Fusionetics and the creator of the National
Academy of Sports Medicine’s exclusive Optimum Performance Training™ (OPT™)
model. Foam rolling plays a vital role in achieving the results we expect from fitness and
sports performance programs, keeping us moving at optimum levels.
So, what is foam rolling? To understand foam rolling you also need to understand a bit
about myofascial release. Myofascial release is a stretching technique that involves applying
gentle pressure on muscle knots leading to a release of muscular tension. It’s used to help
prevent muscle aches and pain, decrease immobility, and increase flexibility. As a selfmyofascial release (SMR) technique, foam rolling is simply an approach you can perform
on yourself. In the following pages you’ll find an introduction into the what, how, and why
of foam rolling. More importantly, you’ll find guidelines and exercises to get you started
immediately, so let’s get rolling!
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SELF-MYOFASCIAL
RELEASE (SMR)
APPLYING THE TECHNIQUE OF SMR
Foam rolling is a self-myofascial release (SMR) stretching technique that has been
embraced throughout the fitness industry. This effective and simple to do technique delivers
positive, feel good results. Foam rollers have become easily accessible, either shared at the
gym or found in almost any sporting goods aisle to bring home for a minimal investment.
Using the foam roller can deliver improvements in flexibility, muscle recovery, movement
efficiency, inhibiting overactive muscles, and pain reduction with just minutes
of application.
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Figure 1

WHY SMR?
SMR can be done with a variety of tools beyond foam rollers, such as medicine balls,
handheld rollers or other assistive devices. Foam rollers vary in density, surface structure,
and even temperature modifications. Whatever the tool or variation selected, SMR focuses
on the neural and fascial systems in the body that can be negatively influenced by poor
posture, repetitive motions, or dysfunctional movements1. These mechanically stressful
actions are recognized as an injury by the body, initiating a repair process called the
Cumulative Injury Cycle (Figure 1)1. This cycle follows a path of inflammation, muscle
spasm, and the development of soft tissue adhesions that can lead to altered neuromuscular
control and muscle imbalance1-4. The adhesions reduce the elasticity of the soft tissues and
can eventually cause a permanent change in the soft tissue structure, referred to as Davis’s
Law. SMR focuses on alleviating these adhesions (also known as “trigger points” or “knots”)
to restore optimal muscle motion and function1,5.

DAVIS’S LAW
Soft tissue models along
lines of stress.
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SMR is based on the principal of autogenic inhibition. Skeletal muscle tissue contains
muscle spindles and Golgi tendon organs (GTO), two neural receptors. Muscle spindles
are sensory receptors running parallel to muscle fibers, sensitive to a change and rate of
muscle lengthening. When stimulated, they will cause a myotatic stretch reflex that causes
the muscle to contract. The GTO receptors, located in the musculotendinous junctions,
are stimulated by a change and rate of tension, and when they are stimulated will cause
the muscle to relax2. When a change in tension is sustained at an adequate intensity and
duration, muscle spindle activity is inhibited causing a decrease in trigger point activity,
accompanied by a reduction of pain1,6-7. In simpler terms, when the pressure of the body
against the foam roller is sustained on the trigger point, the GTO will “turn off ” the muscle
spindle activity allowing the muscle fibers to stretch, unknot, and realign5.

autogenic inhibition is the process
by which neural impulses that
sense tension are greater than the
impulses that cause muscles to
contract, providing an inhibitory
effect to the muscle spindles.

THE BENEFITS OF SMR
•

Correction of muscle
imbalances

•

Muscle relaxation1,2

•

Improved joint range of
motion

•

Improved neuromuscular
efficiency1,3,4

•

Reduced soreness and
improved tissue recovery1

•
•
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•

Suppression/reduction of
trigger point sensitivity and
pain2,6,7

•

Decreased neuromuscular
hypertonicity1

•

Provide optimal lengthtension relationships

•

Decrease the overall effects
of stress on the human
movement system1
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GUIDELINES TO START
FOAM ROLLING
Foam rolling should be done before static or dynamic stretching activities, improving the
tissue’s ability to lengthen during stretching activities. Foam rolling can also be done as part
of the cool-down1-2. Foam rolling activities should be performed on tissues identified as
overactive during the assessment process.
Most clients can enjoy foam rolling on their own once they’ve been instructed on how to
properly perform the exercises. Foam rolling is not appropriate for all clients, including
those with congestive heart failure, kidney failure, or any organ failure, bleeding disorders,
or contagious skin conditions. If clients have medical issues, have them seek the advice of
their medical professional before starting SMR or foam rolling activities1.
Slowly roll the targeted area until the most tender spot is found. Hold on that spot while
relaxing the targeted area and discomfort is reduced, between 30 and 90 seconds1,7.
During the exercises it is important to maintain core stability. Use the drawing-in maneuver
(pulling the navel in toward the spine) to maintain stability in the lumbo-pelvic-hip
complex1. Take the time to experience the exercises and discover how slightly modifying
positions or angles can target different areas of the muscle.
Pages 6-7 contain some of the top foam roller exercises to get you and your clients started
on a path to moving and feeling better.
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CALVES
(GASTROCNEMIUS/SOLEUS)
Place foam roller under the mid-calf. Cross the opposite leg
over the top of the other to increase pressure. Slowly roll calf
area to find the most tender spot. Hold that spot for 30-90
seconds until the discomfort is reduced. Especially beneficial
for runners or those who regularly wear shoes with elevated
heels (8). Switch legs and repeat.

ADDUCTORS
Lie face down and place one thigh, flexed and abducted,
over the foam roller. Slowly roll the upper, inner thigh area
to find the most tender spot. Hold for 30-90 seconds until
the discomfort is reduced. Switch legs and repeat.

TENSOR FASCIA LATAE (TFL)
Lie on one side with the foam roller just in front of the hip.
Cross the top leg over the lower leg, placing that foot on the
floor. Slowly roll from the hip joint down toward the knee
to find the tender spot. Hold for 30-90 seconds until the
discomfort is reduced. Switch sides and repeat.
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PIRIFORMIS
Sit on top of the foam roller, positioned on the back of the
hip, crossing one foot over the opposite knee. Lean into the
hip of the crossed leg. Slowly roll on the posterior hip area
to find the tender spot. Hold for 30-90 seconds until the
discomfort is reduced. Repeat on other side.

LATISSIMUS DORSI
Lie on one side with the arm closest to the ground
outstretched with thumb facing upwards. Place the foam
roller under the arm in the axillary region. Slowly roll back
and forth to find the tender spot. Hold for 30-90 seconds
until the discomfort is reduced. Repeat on other side.

THORACIC SPINE
Lie on the floor with the foam roller behind the upper back.
Cross arms to opposite shoulders. Raise hips off the floor
and slowly roll back and forth to find the tender spot. Hold
for 30-90 seconds.
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ABOUT NASM
Since 1987 NASM has been a global leader in providing evidence-based certifications
and advanced specializations for fitness professionals. In addition to its NCCA-accredited
Certified Personal Trainer (CPT) exam, NASM offers a progressive career track with
access to Continuing Education Units (CEUs) and specializations including the
Corrective Exercise Specialist (CES), Fitness Nutrition Specialist (FNS) and Performance
Enhancement Specialist (PES). Academic institutions nationwide incorporate NASM’s
leading fitness content into curriculum as part of Certified Personal Trainer courses, and
bachelor’s and master’s degree programs. The vision of NASM is to empower fitness and
wellness professionals, supporting them in their goal of motivating clients to lead healthier
lives.
Our products and services are scientifically and clinically proven. We first garnered
attention by pioneering the exclusive Optimum Performance Training (OPT) model –
the first science based training system in the industry.

SHARE
Click an icon below to invite your friends and co-workers to download their free copy.
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